Tip-Edge
PLUS®
AESTHETIC BRACES

Designed for your comfort
Your braces use an advanced Tip-Edge technology
for more gentle tooth movement and precision than
ordinary braces can provide. Not only do they look
good, they’re specially made for maximum comfort
while they straighten your teeth.
•

Less discomfort than ordinary braces with gentle
tooth movement

•

Super smooth, rub-resistant surface

•

Cheek and lip protection with gently rounded
edges

•

Maximum comfort and hygiene using extra
small “low-proﬁle” design

Why orthodontists choose Tip-Edge PLUS
Your orthodontist chose Tip-Edge PLUS braces
for you. That’s because in addition to their
aesthetic beneﬁts, your braces use a special
Tip-Edge technology for more gentle tooth
movement and precision than ordinary braces.
The result is your braces are strong and durable,
offering the ultimate in patient comfort and
satisfaction, with fewer appointments.

Go to PLUSBrackets.com/forpatients
to learn more about the technology
behind Tip-Edge PLUS Aesthetic Braces.

With Tip-Edge PLUS, you can be sure you’re getting
the perfect smile you’ve always wanted.
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Tip-Edge PLUS
blends ﬂawlessly
so only your smile
shows through.

Tip-Edge
PLUS®
AESTHETIC BRACES

Gentle.
Smart.
Aesthetic.

Your perfect smile is right on schedule
Using the special Tip-Edge technology, your braces
give you a straight, beautiful smile in fewer
appointments than with regular braces. You may
even ﬁnish treatment faster. Your braces are made
for your safety and total comfort.
No imperfections or breakage points
Enhanced for your comfort with smooth,
rub-resistant surface
Protection for your tooth enamel —
exclusive polymer base pops off easily
during removal

Look great during treatment
Tip-Edge PLUS features a unique Personalized
Color-Matching Technology® that makes braces
virtually invisible. Braces go beyond matching,
blending ﬂawlessly so only your natural smile
shows through.

Combined with tooth-colored wire, your
braces become virtually invisible.

Tip-Edge PLUS is perfect for any patient.

Go to PLUSBrackets.com/forpatients
to learn more about the technology
behind Tip-Edge PLUS Aesthetic Braces.

